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A&tact. A probabilistic Turing machine acecptor is a Turing machine acceptor that flips unbiaseci 
coins t9 i..::ci 6: what its next move will be and :\ccepts its input iff the: probability of reaching afinall 
accep tini, r. :a ‘;, greater than i. We show that deterministic and probabilistic tape complexities ar’c: 
polyn~m!alS~ reiiated. 
1. fntrodmtion 
Qne of the central problems of theoretical computer science is -:he: relative power 
of different models of computations. Questions like ‘what, if any, is the amount of 
time that can be gained by using nondeterministic machines, inst;?,a.d of GeterminisGcr: 
ones?’ or “what is the difference in power between time-bounded and tape-bounded 
machines?’ seem to be both very important and very difficult to answer. OCL of the 
few positive results in the field is Savitch’s theorem [lo] whiclh states that there is alt 
most a polynomial (quadratic) gain in the tape used by a nondeterministic Turing 
machine over the amount used by a d&:ministic Turing machine. 
, This paper an: wers ;a similar question about probabilistic Turing machines, 
robabilistic mrJdels of computation have been studied for a long time [6,9,2]. The: 
model, described in this section, can be viewed as a generalizatiori of nondeter 
mini&m, where we are not only interested in the existence of an aclcepting compu- 
tation, but we also want to take into consideration #he ‘likelihood of occurrence’ of 
accepting computations. The reader is referred to [Z] and 1131 for more details: for 
example, the polynomial time bounded qrersions of these aocehjtors cam recognize any 
language iq NP u co-NP, and can be sinulated by poly~~omial t pe-bounded Turing 
machines., 
Our result states that probabilistic and deterministic tape complexities are poly.. 
nomially related. The theorem does not follow from Savitch’s result, nor could wc: 
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adapt the ‘divide and conquer’ method of his proof for our purposes. The problem is 
that instances of accepting computations may be arbitrarily long, even O~I ah finite 
tape, These computations contribute with a positive amount o the probability of thie 
input being accepted and cannot be discarded. Because of these c iffict Ities, evlen th’e 
fact that acceptance by tape-bounded probabilistic Turing machines is decidable, is a 
non-trivial theorem. This result is known -in [2] Gill proved that C(n) tape-boundeld 
probabilistic acceptors can be simulated within 2cL’rl’ deterministic trpe. 
The proof of OUT main theorem, that a language accepted by a probabilistic L( ~1) 
tape-bounded Turmg machine can be accepted by a I&#’ tape-bounded deter- 
ministic Turing machine, constitutes the rest of this paper. We Jo not directly 
simulate the prob&ilistic machine and, essentially, compute’ the -probability of it 
reaching an accepting configuration. The computation is done deter.m~nisticallly, anld 
the input is accepted by the deterministic machine if the probability $3 computed is 
>$. The main steps of the proof are the following: 
(1) Probabilistic acceptance is a stochastic process. For every inpur X, the probl- 
abilistic computation will be represented by a Markov process. The probability of 
acceptance is then given by the sum of an infinite series of matrices. This infinite 
series can be expressed in a closed form, using the identity (1 - x)-l = 1 + x + x2 + l l * 
which holds for suitable matrices X. 
(2) The computa*!ion above is’ performed on a parallel computer - MRAM [_‘3,4] - 
using Csanky’s fast (O(log n2)) matrix inversicn routine [l]. 
(3: The MRAM is simulated by a Turing machine, using the techniques of 
Hartmanis and Simon [3, 4, 111 and Pratt and Stockmeyer [7, 81, using tape 
polynomial (quadratic) in the time used by the MRAM. 
The MRAM computations of Step 2 can be done \r ery efficiently - in time 
polynomial in L(n), the tape used by the probabilistic Turing machine. We need ts 
set up the 2cL(n) x 2c.Ltn) transition matrix of the Markov process, do some operations 
on it, and, finally, invert the resulting matrix. Extrusive use is made of programming 
tricks for MRAMs: some of these were adapted from [ 11,3,4,8], some are new. Thle 
algorithms are outlined in this pape,.. r !VC sho~~ that an MRAM can decide ilrl time 
0(L(n)3) whether an L(n) tape-bounded probabilistic Turing machine accepts its 
input. Since T(n) lime-bounded MRAMs can be stimulated in T(n)* spree bjf 
deterministic Turing- machines, we can produce an L(n)’ tape-bounded eterrr inistic 
Turing machine that accepts x ii? x was accepted by the L(n) tape-bounded 
probabilistic Turing machine, thus proving our claim. 
The rest of this section presents the notation used in the paper and review:< some 
facts about random access machines. Section 2 presents the tricks about MIIAMs 
necessary for our programs, while Section 3 contains the detail matrix inversioln 
algorithm. Finally, Section 4 reviews the proof and discusse,s further problems and 
th.: curious features o(;’ the proof. 
Large portions of the proof are just programming tricks for MRAMs, or adap- 
ta’ions of previously known methods for our purposes. We have tried to ma4te the 
paper self-contained. The algorithms are not the most efficient possible: we tGed to 
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make them clear, at the expense of some polynomial factor. The reader Eamiliar with 
the papers [3,4,7, S] may jump directly to Section 4 andcalme back to look at specific 
algorithms. This method of reading may also )se used for those who are willing to 
concede that the algo, i&ms mentioned in Section 4 do really exist and do not want to 
know details about them. It is recommended for a first reading of the paper. 
We shall consider standard multitape Turing machine acceptors [5 1. A pwbabilistic 
Turing machine is a pair consisting of an unbiased coin and a nondeterministic 
Turing machine called the underlying machine, where at most two configurations 
may succeed any configuration (i.e. in any situation where there is a nondeterministic 
choice, there are exactly two options). The computation of the probabilistic Turing 
machine is deterministic, except when the machine enters a configuration which has 
two! possible successors. In this case the coin is tossed and deter&mines the next 
configuration. If it is heads the fust choice is made, otherwise the second. 
Given a probabilistic Turing machine 1M and an input X, the process abo+se gives 
rise to a probability PM(x) = probability that 1M with input x enters an accepting 
state. (We suppose that accepting stazs are never exited.) We say that Macqts x if 
P&x) >$. 
The language accepted by M is 
Probabilistic Turing machines were studied by Gill [2]. (See also [6, !XJ for some 
early investigations of these concepts.) A probabilistic Turing machine M is f( n ) tape 
komded if the underlying ma.chine is f(n) tape bounded, i.e. Al’s work tapes are 
limi!:ed to f(n) squares for inputs of length n. Given a monotone, tape-constructable 
function f(n), probabilistic SPACE [f(n)] is the class of languages L such tha? there is 
a f(n) tape-bounded probabilistic Turing machine with L = L(M), i.e. the class of 
languages accepted by probabilistic Turing machines within tape f(n).’ Let 
probabilistic PTAPE = U probabilistic SPACE [ p (n )I. 
p( ) a polynomial 
We present now the definitions of random access machines twith multiplication An 
MRAM acceptor is a set of registers RO, R1, . . . each capable of storing a non- 
negative integer in binary representation, together with a finite program of (Dossibly 
labeled) instructions. If no two labels are the same, we say that the program is 
deterministic, otherwise it is nondtterministic. Par MRAMs, the instruct:oos must 
come from the following instructions set: 
Ri+Ri (=k) 
(R’i) + Ri 
(assignment), 
’ Note that we defined tape-bounded computations and then defined tape used by pr ,babilistic 
machines in terms of these bounds. The alternative - considering the tape used in each computation and 
defining the tape used by a probabilistic Turing machine as the expected value of the twe used - does rwt 
work: every recursively enumerable set can be accepted by a probabilistic Turing machine with a finite 
(constant) expected value of the tape used [23. 
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camp may be any of <, s, =, 3, >, P. For Boolean operations we COIN&r the 
integers as bit strings and do the operatior f yz componentwise. We shzll write ktegers 
with least significant bit first throughout he paper. Thus 1011 is a bit string thsrt 
esents the integer 13 (no0 l.lIO). Leading O’s are dropF e -II at the I:nd of 
ation: for example, 11 nand 10 = 1. boo1 may be any binary boolean ape ration 
(e.g. and, or, eor, nun&, 3). accept and reject have oovious meanings. 4n operand of 
= k is a literal and the constant k itself should be used. 
The computation of a MRAM starts by putting the input into register &, setting 
all other registers to 0 and executing the first instruction of the MRAM’s program. 
Instructions are executed in se uence until a conditional jump is encountered, after 
which one of the instructions with ‘label 1’ is executed if the condition is satisfied and 
one of the instructions with label ‘label 2’ is executed otherwise. Execution stops 
when an accept or reject instruction is met. A string x c (0, 1)” is act,e.pted k)y the 
MRAM if there is a finite computation ending with the execution of an wcept 
instruction. 
The time complexity measure we use for MRAMs is the [krtdt)time measure: the 
complexity of an accepting computation is the number of instructions executed in the 
accepting sequence. 
Let MRAM_TIME [f(n)] denote the class of languages accepted by MRAMs 
within time f(n), and let 
MRAM-PTIME = u MRAM_TIME [p(n)]. 
p( ) a polynomial 
We use PTAPE to denote the class of lang?Jages accepted by Turing machines in 
polynomial tape. 
An important fact about MRAMs is given by the following theorem. 
heorem 1. MRAM-PT:IME = PTAPE. 
M&e pr*:cisely, for any tape constructable and MRAM-coazstrrtctable I$t ) 2~ log n, 
IME [L(n)] c SPACE [L(n)2] and SPACE [L(n)] c MF.AM_l’IIME 
CL(n J21* 
Rx proof see [3,4]. AS shown in these references, and in [8], the theorem holds 
true for many other random access machine models, other than multiplicatioel. We 
may, for example, include integer division in our instruction set. In this paper we are 
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inteaested only in the fact that other instructions can still be simulate6 by poly- 
nomially tape-bounded Turing machines. We sketch these proofs below and refer 
the reader to [8] and [4] for a discussion of these instruction sets. 
(a) Conmtenation. Ri + RjRk. The contents of register i are replaced by the 
concatenation of the contents of register 1 and register k. Since 
RjRk = (21engthtRi) l Rk) Or Rj 
and since one can maintain the lengths of all registers, one may simuhate concatena- 
tions at the expense of 
(b) Shifts. 
Ri+RjTRk 
Ri + Ri 4 Rk 
a coas:iant factor. 
(shift right), 
(shift Ieft). 
The contents of register i are replaced by the contents of register j shifted right (left) 
by the amount contained in register k. For the purposes of this paper, we. shall assume 
that the contents of register Rk is polynomially bounded (see [IO] for the general 
case j. Since 
RifRk=Rj*2Rk, Rj 1 Rk = Rjf 2Rkv 
and 2Rk may be computed in log Rk multiplications , it is clr: ar that shifts may be 
simulated by multiplications at a polynomial cost, since divisions may be computed 
iteratively by Newton’s method. (Actually i (division) can be eliminated by shifting 
left (multiplying) all other registers.) 
We shall use shifts, concatenations, and. divisions to express some of our 
algorithms, as a matter of convenience. As shown above, the whole algorithm could 
be written asing only MRAM instructions (or, in fact, only shifts and boolean 
operations) but we feel that the programs become clearer this way. 
The reader should be warned that our presentation of machine instructions isI’ 
exactly the opposite of the historical order in which they were proposed. Again we 
want only to be as concise and as self-contained as possible. 
2. Programming tricks for MRAMs 
The purpose of this section is to convince the reader that MRAMs may be 
programmed to multiply matrices very efficiently. The same programming tech- 
niques are then used to yield algorithms for the tasks described in the previous 
section. First, we shall prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let A and B be n x n matrices of integers. Suppose all elernero ts aq, bkl may 
be represented usingatmost $1 bits, and thaiA andBaresto,*ed initially in registers Xand 
X = cY()OcY()l ’ ’ ’ an-1 n-1 3 Y=Pooa l * Pn-h-1, 
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with laij\ t= lpijl= ,P and aij = (A)ij and &l= (B)kf. Then it is possible to obtaipt rhe 
matrix AH in a register Z, in the format 
ly I .* = I, Yij = (AB)+ 11 irr O(log PI (log n + log 1)) MN instructions. 
The proof will be the sketch of a program that accomplishes this stask. We first 
present a series of techniques of MRAM programming. The reader fa:niliar with [3] 
and [8] may wish to only skim through these algorithms, noting only the purpose of 
tthe routines. 
The power of MRAMs comes from the combi:lation tG two capabilities : in!$ruc- 
tions for fast expansion of the length of registers (one can double the le< gth of a 
register in a single instruction) and boolean operations that enab.e us to extract 
efficiently information scattered in a long register. Thus, one can essentially set up a 
large number of parallel processes computing simultaneously. 
We first show how to make maay copies of a bit string. 
DUPLICATE(E, count) 
comment: E is a register that contains a bit string, f:ount is a register that contains a 
positive integer count = 2’ for some r. DUPLICATE returns, in E, count copies of the 
original string. I&cution time is O(r) = O(log c0un.t) 
while count > 1 do E + EE 




The next two routines show how information in a register can be shuffled. 
EXPAND (~,k,~,i) 
comment: EXPAND receives in its argument X a sequence of k bit strings of length I 
each, and returns, in register X, the k strings, each pair separated by a string of n 0’s.. 
Initially X = cyOcyl l I . CY~_~. After execution of EXPAND X = ~y00’&0” *l . l~~jC-l. 
We suppose that k, 1 arid n are powers of 2 and (sn) 
M + 1' comment: This takes O(log I) steps. 
MASK + i(lM)“2(A4)k’2) comment: This takes O(log k + log n) steps. 
shift + n l k/ 2 
j-k/2 
Y + X and MASK 
MASK) or Y 
shift + shift/2 
j+-jl2 
MASIGMAS (MASK,/, j) 
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ent: The execution time is O( log n + log 2 + log c). 
COMPRESS (X,k,l,n) 
comment: COMPRESS is the ‘inverse’ of EXPAND. It receives a sequence of k bit 
strings of length l separated by n 0’s. It returns the /i: strings next to each other. 
Initially X = o~O’&O~ . 9 l CV~ _ 1. After execution of COMPRESS, X = 
~0~1 l e a Q._~. We suppose k, 2, n to be powers of 2. 
length* I+ n 
MASK t (@w@hllength)W2 comment: This takes time O(log k = log length). 
shift + n l k/2 
joined+ 1 comment: Joined tells us how many strings are together. 
while joined < k Bo 
Y +X and MASK 
Ye YJshift 
X + (X and 1MASK) or Y 
joined + 2 l joined 
end 
MASK t ((olength) joined(f length) joined) k/(2 - joined) 
comment: The previous instruction takes time O(log k + log 2 + log n). 
shift + 2 l shift 
comment: The execution time of the whole routine is O(lo,g k(log k + log I + log n )). 
It can be improved to run in time O(log k +log I +log n). 
end COMPRESS 
The routines EXPAND and COMPRESS use the same principk, of moving, at tile 
same time, several bit strings to the place they will ultimately be. It is not hard to see 
tilat after j executions of the loop, 2’ strings will be at their places. 
We shall use bit strings to represent integers. We shall use a sign-magnitude 
representation. The sign bit is 1 if the number is positive. We shall allocate- I > 8 bits 
to represent integers. The last Z/2 bits represent he absolute value of she number, 
while the first Z/2 are O’s, with the exception of bit Z/2, which is the sign bit. The length 
l/2 should always be large enough to represent he absolute value. Thus, considered 
as l-bit integers, positive integers are greater than negative integers. These con- 
ventions are only a matter of convenience. We will store a sequence of integers 
concatenated to each other in a single register and do operations in pa.rallel. We want 
to be able to ignore overflows caused either by subtractions or by the growth of the 
length of integers, and we also want to be able iol have integers of very different 
values concatenated to each other. Our representation enables us to reserve for 
every integer a fixed number, I, of bits if we know how to compute, at the be ginning of 
the execution of the program, the length of the biggest integer produced by the 
program. We may choose I to be a power of 2. We shall represent fractions as pairs of 
integers. 
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We show now how to extract he positive integers from a set of integers sto:red in a 
single register. 
EXTRPOS (Ax, y, k, I) 
connm~nt: EXTRPOS receives a sequence of k integers represented with I bits in X, 
and leaves in Y all the nonnegative integers. k and I are powers of 2. 
z ~ *1/2-n 1 ()I/2 
DUPLICATE (z,k) 
Z+ZandX 
EXTRACT (x, Y,z, k, 1) 
end EXTRPOS 
The subroutine EXTRACT is: 
EXTRACT(X, Y,z, k,I) 
clomment:: X initially contains a sequence of k integers represented with I bit;;. We 
transfer to Y all integers that are selected by 2, i.e., all ki%:gers uch that Z has or 1 bit 
at position 112. 
MASK .+ .Z 
jab1 
while j < 1’/2 do MASK t- MASK or (MASK? j); j + j +j end 
end EXTRACT 
It is now clear that we can easily select the positive aad negative components of a 
vector. 
We show now how to add two vectors. We suppose that registers X and Y inji tially 
contain k integers in an I-bit representation. TG obtain the componentwise sum 
X + Y’ in a register Z, we proceed as follows. 
Thers: are 4 cases to consider for each pair Xi, yi of integers-they may be both 
positive, both negative or one positive and one negative. Using a variant of EXTF~LPOS, 
we obtain 8 vectors, corresponding to the four cases and treat each case separdoly. If 
both hzre the same sign, we just add the two vectors (with a single instructior& and 
restore r-he sign bits. In the other two cases WC perform a subtraction. In these cases 
there is 3 problem when a negative number is produced---which can be detecta::d by 
the absence of the 1 bit. For the pairs where this occurs, redo the operation, ehal*rgin,g 
the orde r of operands. The details are given in the procedure ADD below. 
ADD(X, 'y,z, 2, k) 
comment: X and ‘Y are vectors of integers, X = x0x1+ l 9 x&-l, Y = YOYI * m l Y,~c-I, 
z= zoz? l l ’ Z&-l, IXil=Iyil=lZil=l. 
At the end of execution of ADD, zi = 
l!i = 0 1/2-18!QYj, lrnjl = l/2, s; = 
xi c yi. The numbers are representecl aa 
iff ui 3 0. We suppose that l/2 bits suffice to represenr 
all absolute values, and so, no overflows occur. 
TEST C- (01/2-l 1 0”2)k 
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comment: Get masks to extract the 4 cases: positive with positive, positive with 
negative, etc. 
XNEG * XPOS eor TEST 
YNEG + YPOS ear TEST 
PLPL+ XPOS and YPOS 
PLMIN + XPOS and YNEG 
MINPLt-XNEG and YPOS 
MINMIN + XNEG and YNEG 
comment: Positive with positive. 
EXTRACT (x, ul,, ]PLPL, 2, k) 
EXTRACT (Y, U2, PLPL, 2, k) 
U2+ U2 eor PLPL comment: Eliminate sign bits of one of the operands. 
comment: Negative with negative. 
EXTRACT (x, VI, MINMIN, 1, k) 




comment: Note that no overflows occur, by hypothesis and the segn bit+ are corrext. 
The sums are all done, now do the subtractions. 
EXTRACT (x, ul, PLMIN, I, k) 
EXTRACT (Y, U2, PLMIN, ;, k) 
EXTRACT (x, VI, MINPL, 1; k) 
EXTRACT (Y, V2, MINPL, .3, k) 
UltUlorV2 
U2 +- U2 or V2 comment: Ul has positive sign bits’, U2 has none. 
T+UFU2 
comment: Now test for overflows. 
S’iJB’lt’+ PLMIN oz MINPL 
SAME + T Jnd SUBT 
CHANGE + SAME ew SUBT 
comiment: CHANGE contains the negative numbers. Erase them from T and 
recompute. 
EXTRACT (T, Tl, CHANGE, I, k j 
T+ T eor Tl 
CHANGE1 + CHANGE and PkMIN 
CHANGE2+ CHANGE and MINPL - 
EXTRACT (X, Ul, CHANGEl, 1, k) 
EXTRACT (Y, U2, CHANGE& 1, k) 
EXTRACT (X, VI, CHANGE2, l, k) 
EXTRACT (Y, V2, CHANGEZ., (1, k) 
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Ul +- 1~1 ear CHANG comment: Erase sign bitq. 
U2 += U2 or CHANCE comment: Put false sign brts. 
U24I2-r-Ul 




Finally, we give an algorithm to sum groups of integers tored in the; same register. 
ADDUP(y& 'y, k, I,& 
comment: Register X contains k integers in I-bit representation. ADDW produces a 
vector Y, of k/p integers in l-bit representation, where each integer is the sum of p 
element of X 
Y=(x()+x1+* l *+x,-1)(x,+.x,+1+- ’ l +x2p-1)' l l (A&-p+* l ‘+&-A 
k, Z, p are powers of 2, p divides k. 
Yc- kfp 
Mk\SK + 1((0’)“‘~( 1 ‘)p’2)r 
shift + 1 l p/2 
2*X 
while shift a I do 
UC-Z and MASK 
V +- Z and 1MASK 
V + V 5_ shift 
ADD (u, v, z, k, I: 
shift + shift/2 
MASK+ iMASK eor (MASK $ shift) 
e@ 
comment: Now 2 contains the r sums in its Oth, pth, 2pth, . . . , kpth position., 
Y+-Z 
COMPRESS (Y, r, 1, (r-1)/) 
exad ADDUP 
The procedure takes Q(log p(log k + log I)) steps. 
‘We are now in a position to present a basic trick for the matrix multipliczation 
routine: the componentwise multiplicat:ion of vectors. The idea is that if the integers 
are conveniently separated by OS, we can obtx4n all the products in a single 
multiplication, together with irrelevant products. e eliminate these with a.ppro** 
priate masks, obtaining the desired vector by compressing the result, 
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VPROD(X, Y,k,l,Z) 
co entr X, Y contain k positive integers in Z-bit representation. VPROD puts into Z 
the k products; i.e., if X = ~0x1 l l = xk-i, I’= yoyl l l l y&-l, then 2 = ~0~1 9 l l z’k_1, 
where zi = xi l yi. 
EXPAND(X,k,l,l) 
EXPAND (Y, k,l,21k) 
z+x* Y 
comment: Eliminate useless entries. 
MASK + (( 11)(021(k+1)))k comment: O(log I + log k) operations 
2 + Z and %lASK 
CCIMPRESS(2, k, &2Z(k+ 1)) 
comment: The entire routine takes O(log k -I- log l) steps. 
entd VPROD 
To multiply vectors of integers that may be negative, reduce the problem to 4 
multiplications of positive integers, as in ADD (i.e. consider signs first). 
The idea of the fast matrix multiplication algorithm is the following: Let A and B 
be n x n matrices to multiplied, stored in registers X and Y. If we rearrange X and Y 
into registers 2, W so that for all i, j, k, xi, and yjk occupy corresponding positions in 
2 and W (i.e. if xii occupies bits from r to r + I - 1 in 2, then yjk occupies bits t to 
r + I - 1 in W), then by computing the componentwise products of the vectors 51: and 
W we obtain all the products computed in the matrix multiplication. Using ADDUP 
we obtain all the terms Q of the product matrix C = A 9 B. 
To carry out this algorithm, we need an efficient matrix transposition algorithm. 
This procedure uses the same methods as our previous parallel algorithms. 
TRANSPOSE(X,n,l) 
comment: X initially contains an FZ x it matrix of I-bit integers, stored by rows. ir is a 
power of 2. After execution of TRANSPOSE, x contains the transpose of X, in the same 
format. Initially X = aOOaOl l l l ao,-lalo l . l u,_~ n_l. After TRANSPOSE .x = 
~00~10~20 ’ e ’ an-10~01~11 ’ l l a-1 n-l* 
EXPAND (X, n*, 1, (n - 1)I) 
comment: Now the first row is in place. 
MASK +- ( 11)r’3’2(0’)n3’2 
i + (n * - l),* (n/2) l 1 
j + (n 31)/ 4. 
while j > In */4 do 
comment: each iteration doubles the number of rows in place. 
Y+X and MASK 
X+X and TMASK 
X+ YJi 
MASK + (MASK 4 j) ear h L-U% 




comment: The: running time is p(log n i- log 2) 
end TRANSKSE 
Notice that if we bav;: in a re:gister X the elements of an n X n mar rix A in the 
format 
X ‘=:: (row 0 of A)“(row 1 of A)” = l l (row n - 1) of A)” 
and in a register Y the element:, of an n x tz matrix B in ahe format 
Y =: ((column 0 of B)(column 1 of B) l l l (column II - 1 of B j)“, 
then for aI1 i, j, k the elements aik, bki will occupy corresponding positions. This 
enables us a{) use the routine below for computing matrix products, 
M.$TRIxPROD tdv, Y, z, n, 1) 
comment: Registers X and Y contain iz x n matrices A and B or Z-bit integers, stored 
by rows. n and I are powers of I. After execution of MATRIXPROD, 2 contains the 
product of the:se matrices, stored by row. We assume that no overflow OCCWS. 
EXPAND(X, n,nl, i?(n- 1)i) 
4‘ 1 jLr 




end comment: NOW X contains (row 0 of A)“(row 1 of A)” * 0 9 (row n - 1 of A)” 
TRANSPOSE( Y,n,I) 
JWPLIcATE(Y,n) 
comment: Now Y contains ((column 0 of B)(column 1 of B) l e l (column n --- 1 of 
B))” 
VPROD(X, -k;n',&Z) 
comment: Z = aOClbOO aOh a02&20 l * l aOn-lh-10 aOObO1 aOh 8 9 * 
aOn--dml l l 9 a,,-1 I;- Ibn-1 n-1. 
ADDUP f&z, n3, /,n) 
comment: O(log n (log n + log I), steps suffice. 
end MATRIXPROD 
This Lompletes the proof of Lemma 1. 
The following coroIlaries to our algorithms hould be pointed out: 
It is possible to compute eficie~ly the product of a matrix by a scalar. Chat 
way is, giwn a scdw (x, produce-using DUPLICATE and mmum-the diagonal 
matrix having Q in ti.ze diagonal. Therz multiply the tfwo matrices using MATRIXPROD. 
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Tkie same techlbiiques yield an eficient ‘and-or Ekjolean matiT*ix pro(duct. 
In fact, the Boolean matrix product can be don+: in O(log n ) operations, slnct? I = 1 ud, 
instead of VPR8D (X, Y, n ‘, 1, Z), we simply use 
2+X and Y. 
This, in turn, yields an Q(log* n) transitive closure algorithm, by computing the nth 
power of the original Boolean matrix through s:Accessive squarings. Historically, this 
oolean closure algorithm was discovered first [S]. Our contribution is simply to 
extend it to regular multiplication. We have presented the whole algorithm to make 
the paper self-contained. 
The final piece of machinery is used to connect nondetermini.stic Turing machines 
and MRAMs. Let iM be an L(n) tape-bounded Turing machine. Then there exists a 
constant c such that any possible configuration of 1M on an inpwt x of length n can be 
thought of an as integer & 0~ d c 2cL(:~ ). We shall identify integers and tire 
configurations they encode. (Some integers will not be codes of any configuration, 
but this will not bother us.) We need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2. Let Mbe a nondepterministic L(n) tape-bounded Turing machine. Then,, for 
any MRAM and any input of length n, it is possible to comJ?ute the 2cL(n’ x 2c’L’n’ 
Bool’ean matrix T, with r7 = 1 iff therti is a transition from configuration i to ronf!gura - 
tion j. Moreover, the computation takes O(L(n)> moves. 
The proof can be found in [S] or [3]. The main ideas are the following: 
(a) We may generate all configurations (all integers from 0 to P’“‘) in a register, 
in time O(L(n)). 
(bj To see whether configuration j may follow in one stzp from configuratiou i, we 
only need to e:camine a finite number of squares of &I ‘s tape (one to the right of the 
heads, one to the left of the heads, and the ones read bsv the heads) and a finite table. 
This can be done in a finite rumber of MRAM instrucliions, .which do not depend on 
the positions of the heads. Another O(L(n)) instructions compress this information 
to a single bit, in a fixed posltian. 
{c) Because of (b), if we have in corresponding posiGons, for all i and j, coniigura- 
tions i and configuration j, we may, In O(L(n)) instrutztions, compute the marrix E 
To put the configurations in their places, we use the techniques dsveloped for 
MATRIXPROD, which takes O(L(n)) instructions. 
A more complete description can be found in references [4, 3, 8, 131). 
3. lnvertiurg matrices with MRAMs 
In a recent paper [I] Csanky presents the following formula for the inverse of a 
matrix: Let A be an n x n, invertible matrix. Let 
B= A-FiI)(A-sI). . . (A-tr(,4)1) 
88 J. Simon 
where tr(A) dIenotes the trace of A and I the IZ X n identity matrix. Then 
A-‘=nB. . tr(AB) 
Consider matrices A with elements 0 or 4. We will rewrite the formula E; as fracl:ions. 
Let 
C = 2,4, h = 2 tr(A). 
Then d is an integer, the elements of C are integers, and we can write B as 
jzj= &- ( d 4( 2(n -1) / $C- d I)*+;), 2(n - 2) 
l3= 2n_1(k - l),((n -l)C-dI)((n -2)C-dl) l l 8 (C-d). . 
Let 
15 = ((n - l)C - dI)((n -2)C -dI) . l l (C - dl). 
Lemma 3. The elements of E are integers smaller than 2”n2”. 
Proof. Clearly, since d and the elements of C are integers, so are the elements of E. 
To get an upper bound, change all minus signs to plus. 
Let 
fi= fl ((n-k)C-dI) 
i=l 
and let fi be an upper bound for the elements of 15. Note that rZ 6 n since the elements 
of C are either 0 or 1. Thus fl ~2q - 1<2r‘. 
Since 
fi+l s nfifi, 
therefore 
f i+l S 2n2fi 
and by induction 
f n-* < 2nf12n, 
Note th:tt log2(2”n2”) = n + 2n log n, so 3n log n bits are sufficient o represent any 
such number. 
Let A be an invertible :l x n matrix of O’s and $3. Then A -’ cm be 
computed & an MRMM in time O( log3 p2 ).
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. We shall compute A-l through Csanky’s formula. First we compute B. l3y 
the previocs lemma, we can use a 3n log n bit representation. We suppsse that 
C = 2A is given in a register in this re resentation (otherwise we :ise an EXPAND to 
obtain it). We obtain d (by extracting the diagowa ,A and using ADDUIP). Now we make 
n - 1 copies of c” in a register, and using our program YO generate all integers between 
0 and n - 1, and the routine for componentwise product, we cbbtain, in a single 
register, 
(fl - l)C (n -2)C l l .2C C. 
(The matrix 
the factors 
C is assumed to be stored by rows.) Now we may compute, in parallel, all 
(n-l)C-dI h--2)C-dI s.9 C-dI. . 
It is not too hard to extend out matGx multiplication routine to multiply, in 
parallel, sequences of matrices. We use this method to compute simultaneously the 
products 
((n - l)C - dI)((n - 2)C - dI), 
((n - 3)C - dI)((n - 4)C - dI)) l - l (2C - ‘dI)(F - dd). 
After log n such parallel steps, we obtain B. Now a single matrix product yields CB, 
and tr(CB) is easily obtained through AIDDUP. 
N0w we compute 2”-’ i.n log n multiplications, and (n - l)! in another log n 
multiplications. Multiplying these three factors together yields the common 
denominator of the elements of A-l . The numerators can be obtained by multiplying 
the elements of B by 2n. 
Tc~ analyze the time requirements of the algorithm, note that the most costly part is 
the parallel multiplication of matrices (done log n times). Tl& in its turn is essentially 
proportional to the time spent in ADDUP: we have fn matrices, which gives us in4 
elements to sum up. Each of these has length I < :3n log n, so ADDUP uses O(log n + 
log I) t= O(log* n) steps, and the whole process takes 0(log3 n) operations. 
4. The simolation algodhm 
Let 1M be an L(n) tape-bounded probabilistic Turing ma!chine. Without loss of 
generality, we shall supp0:e that all moves of 1M are probabilistic (if need be, we 
create equivalent states to accomplish thisI) and that 1M has two distinguished 
configurations, accept and reject. There e.xists aconstant c such that fer every input x 
the number of configurations of 1M is at most 2”? Let us Gx a specific input x of 
length n, The computation of 2 “*(‘% on x may be viewed as a Markov process with 
2 cC(n) states. AJ accepts x X the transiti0n probability, a, of eventually reaching the 
accept configuration from the initial configuration is greater than $. We describe an 
algorithm for an MRAM which efficiently computes this pr0bability. 
Let P be the matrix of transition probabilities, i.e. (P)ij = a! if the probabilit!y of al 
transition from configuration i to configuration j (in a single step) is cr. Because of oui 
restrictions on A& (x = 0 or a! = 3, except for .P~mP~,P~,,t andPrejd,rejed l&ich are 1 U 
Let Q be the submatrix of P corresponding to transient states, and let 
Qa,=Q+Q2+-Q3+‘s -+Q”+a l 0 . 
Let z)~ be the column vector, with the entries from the accept column of P 
corresponding to transient states. Let v3 be the row vector that has a 1 in the 
component corresponding to the initial configuration and is 0 elsewhea e. 
Then the probability of 1M accepting n is given by 
a = v: Qava. 
It is well known that if there are only transient states in Q, then Qao is well defined 
(i.e. the series converges) and that 
Q, = (I - Q.)-’ - I. 
The MRAM progr;an that decides whether a given M accepts a given input x works 
as follows: 
(1) From 1M and X, compute the Boolean matrix B, in which &, = 1 iff configura,- 
tion j can be reached from configuration i in a single step. At the end of the last 
section we sketched such an algorithm. The entries of B (with the exception of those 
corresponding to accept and reject configurations) are 2 times the entries of R Now 
compute the transitive closure of B (using the routines of Section 2) ar?d zero the 
entries (rows and columns) corresponding to states that are either unreachable from 
the initial configuration or from which neither of the final states is reachable. This will 
eliminate only useless tates, while some of these states might have Seen nontran- 
sient. Also zero the entries corresponding to the accept and reject states. The 
resulting matrix C is 2 times the matrix Q discussed above. For our purposes,, C is 
equivalent o Q. 
(2) Compute the upper bound to the maximum length of any entry of (I- Q)-’ 
(numerators and denominators). As derived in the previous Gection, this bound is 
log 2% 2n with n = 2cL(‘x’). This is bounded by 2dL”“‘) for d = 2c - 1. Now EXPAND the 
matrix C so that its entries are separated by 2 dr-c’X” - 1 zeros, From now on, all 
computations will be done with integers of length I = 22d’? 
(3) Compute the matrix 2 l (I-Q), and invert it, using our matrix inversion 
routine. This gives w ($Q,). / 
(4) Take the row of this matrix rorresponding to the initial configuration and’ 
multiply it by the column of P corresponding to vu, and add up the resulting products. 
(5) Compute the (Denominator f the fraction. 
(6) The probabi1i.y a, that 1M accepts X, is the result of dividing the otgtcome oi 
r .ep (4) by the o&ome of step (5). Multiply the former b:y 2 and accept x if this 
quantity is greater th:n the outcome of step (5). 
The time required by this procedure is 0(L3(i~ I)). The dominating term is step (3) 
the matrix inversion routine. Since: matrix inversion takes 0(log2 IZ (log n + log I)‘! 
uteps with n = 2cL(‘x’), I = 22dL”x’), thie bound follows. 
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To complete the proof, instead of carrying out the computation above on an 
MRAM, we use the rb:sults of [3,8] (Theorem 1 of this paper) to use a deterministic 
Turing machine i& t ilat computes the result that the MRAM would have obtained. 
Thus A4” accepts x iff the probabilistic Turing machine A1 accepts x. MD requires 
tape at most T(& w;here T(n) is the time used by the MRAM. Thus MD operates 
within tape L(lx I>“. 
This completes the proof of our result. 
It is quite unsettling that a basic result about probabilistic computations has such a 
tortuous and nonintuitive proof. We were, however, unable to produce a direct 
proof, or to provide good intuitive reasons for the prooi presented. 
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